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The scale locality of energy fluxes for magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is investigated numerically
for stationary states of turbulence. Two types of forces are used to drive turbulence, a kinetic force
that acts only on the velocity field and a kinetic-inductive force, which acts on the velocity and
magnetic fields alike. The analysis is performed in spectral space, which is decomposed into a series
of shells following a power law for the boundaries. The triadic transfers occurring among these
shells are computed, and the fluxes and locality functions are obtained by partial summation over
the relevant shells. Employing Kraichnan locality functions, values of 1/3 and 2/3 for the scaling
exponents of the four MHD energy fluxes are found. These values are smaller than the value of 4/3
found for hydrodynamic turbulence. To better understand these results, an in depth analysis is
performed on the total energy flux. [doi:10.1063/1.3661086]

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy transfer functions in turbulence are the result of
nonlinear interactions among different scales of motion.
Although all the scales of the flow are coupled together in
the same manner, through the nonlinear terms, the global
transfer of energy to a scale is dominated by contributions
from particular scales. Placing adequate bounds on the scales
that bring the most contributions to the energy flux through a
scale is crucial for the developing of adequate turbulence
models, like large eddy simulations (LES), shell models, and
for advancing physical understanding of turbulent phenome-
nology. Finding these limits is the main objective of locality
analysis for strongly coupled nonlinear systems.

In general, in an effort to understand the behavior of
scale coupling for any system, the resulting transfers due to
the nonlinear terms are investigated for global conserved
quantities. The redistribution nature of such conserved quan-
tities in spectral space provides insights into the nonlinear
dynamics of the system. In the absence of such global con-
served quantities, as in the case of dissipative systems, ideal
invariant quantities are used instead, i.e., quantities that
become conserved when the dissipative terms are taken to be
exactly zero. For dissipative systems, an external force that
acts as a source for the ideal invariant quantity is employed
and statistically stationary states of the system in regard to
the ideal invariant quantity can be achieved.

For hydrodynamic (HD) turbulence, the energy repre-
sents such an ideal invariant quantity along with kinematic
helicity. In the inertial range, defined as the interval of scales
smaller than that on which external forces act on and larger

than scales where dissipative effects dominate, the properties
of energy transfer functions, which depend exclusively on
the nonlinear dynamics of turbulence, are expected to have a
general, universal behavior. For a plasma medium, the non-
linear self-coupling problem of large spatio-temporal scales
can be investigated in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
limit. For MHD turbulence, three quadratic ideal invariants
exist: the total energy, cross-helicity, and magnetic-helicity.
Although strictly speaking only the total energy is an ideal
invariant for MHD, it is often interesting to know the behav-
ior of both the kinetic and magnetic energy transfer
channels.

In MHD turbulence, the energy redistribution problem is
more complex. Not only multiple energy fluxes exist, com-
pared to just one for HD turbulence, but different dynamical
states are now possible, providing different behaviors for the
fluxes across scales. Traditionally, with each scale of motion
‘, which can denote the size of an eddy, a wavenumber
k! 1/‘ is associated and the interactions between fields fil-
tered to correspond to different scales uk(x,t) and bk(x,t) are
investigated. Alternatively, the same ideas can be applied to
the Elsässer representation1 of the fields for which the non-
linear terms can be interpreted physically as the scattering of
contra-propagating Alfvén waves. In this approach, a Fourier
space decomposition of the velocity field becomes the natu-
ral framework, and the transfer function between scales are
obtained by selective integration (filtering) over the Fourier
modes denoted by the wavevectors k. A review of the works
employing this approach for MHD turbulence was done
recently by Mininni.2

The locality of the energy transfer can be assessed using
a scale locality function P(kjkc), which represents the
amount of the energy flux across kc due to nonlinear interac-
tions involving wavenumbers less than k (the infrared (IR)
locality function for k< kc) or greater than k (the ultraviolet
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(UV) function for k> kc). These functions were introduced
by Kraichnan,3 and subsequently, number of authors have
established that P(kjkc) for k # kc scales as (k/kc)

4/3 for HD
turbulence.4–11 Such a scaling implies asymptotic locality of
nonlinear interactions, i.e., vanishing contribution to energy
flux across kc from large scales in the limit k ! 0. This prop-
erty is an essential ingredient of the Kolmogorov theory of
the inertial range.

Another way of looking at the problem is to relate the
locality properties of the energy fluxes to the scaling of the
velocity and magnetic fields. It is common12,13 to consider
the order of the fluctuation for a scale dvk to depend on the
energy E(k) as dvk $ %kE&k'(1=2. Assuming a Kolmogorov
type scaling for the energy spectrum in the inertial range,
EK(k)$CKe

2/3k)5/3, we obtain the scaling for the velocity
field to be dvk ! k)1/3. Using the Iroshnikov-Kraichnan form
of the energy spectrum characteristic of weakly Alfvénic tur-
bulence, EIK(k)$CIK(VAe)

1/2k)3/2, we find dvk ! k)1/4,
where VA $ B=

!!!!!!!!
4pq

p
is the Alfvèn speed of the guide mag-

netic field. Since these two scaling laws correspond to the
two known limits of MHD turbulence,14 we can write in gen-
eral that dvk ! k)1, where 1 [ [1/4, 1/3].

Using the smoothness condition for the MHD fields,
which can be seen as arising from the scaling index 1, Aluie
and Eyink showed15 that, for a dyadic (octave) separation of
scales, the energy fluxes in MHD are local and can be char-
acterized in the IR and UV ranges by the scaling exponent
with a limit depending on 1 of the two fields. In particular,
for 1$ 1/3, the IR and UV limits are found to be 62/3. Since
these limits are related to the MHD scaling, they are quite ro-
bust as results.

In a work,16 the present authors reported a locality expo-
nent value of 1/3 for the energy conversion flux appearing in
the kinetic energy equation and which is responsible for the
conversion of kinetic energy into magnetic energy. This limit
would imply a stronger nonlocal effect for MHD turbulence
than for HD turbulence. Since in the past, it was suggested
that this value could be a result of the external force pollut-
ing the inertial-inductive range, additional simulations have
been performed and the values of the locality exponents are
readdressed in this paper.

II. MHD STATIONARY STATE

The locality properties of the scale fluxes are investi-
gated for stationary state solutions of the incompressible
MHD equations,

@u

@t
$ )u *ru" b *rb" !r2u" fu )rp; (1)

@b

@t
$ )u *rb" b *ru" gr2b" fb; (2)

r * u $ 0; r * b $ 0; (3)

where u$u(x, t) is the fluid velocity field, b$b(x, t) is the
magnetic field expressed in Alfvèn units, and p$ p(x, t) is
the total (hydrodynamic"magnetic) pressure field divided
by the constant mass density, q. Due to the incompressibility

condition, the pressure p is an auxiliary variable and can be
formally eliminated by solving the Poisson equation,

r2p $ )ru : ru"rb : rb: (4)

Throughout this work, the fluid viscosity ! and the magnetic
diffusivity g are taken to be equal.

The zero divergent, external force fields fu$ fu(x,t) and
fb$ fb(x,t) act on the velocity and magnetic fields, respec-
tively. The two forces are part of a forcing mechanism that
imposes the injection rates of the MHD ideal invariant quan-
tities. We will refer to this type of forcing mechanism as a
kinetic-inductive force. A kinetic only forcing method (fu :
f and fb : 0), used previously in the literature for similar
studies,17,18 is also employed. In Fourier space, the forces
f̂u&k'and f̂b&k' are assumed to be local, zero divergent quan-
tities that act equally on all the modes within the wavenum-
ber shell sf$ [kinf, ksup]. Usually, the shell sf is considered at
large scales and is sufficiently thick to contain a large num-
ber of modes, so that no preferential direction is introduced
in the flow. In essence, both the kinetic only force f and the
kinetic-inductive forcing mechanism f{u,b} are considered to
be proportional to the fields as

f̂&k' $ C1&k'û&k' " C2&k'x̂&k'; (5)

where x$r+ u is the vorticity and

f̂fu;bg&k' $ Cfu;bg
1 &k'û&k' " Cfu;bg

2 &k'b̂&k': (6)

The real valued parameters C1 and C2 are obtained by requir-
ing the force to inject into the system, a certain amount of
energy in unit time (power) e and zero kinetic helicity. Simi-
larly, for the kinetic-inductive version of the force, the Cfu;bg

1

and Cfu;bg
2 parameters are obtained by selecting the amount

of energy and cross-helicity (er) injected into each of the
two fields. The cross-helicity parameter r is bounded in the
interval [)1,1]. Since the force parameters are real, the forc-
ing methods do not influence phases of the fields, which
ensures that no change is made in the type of turbulent struc-
tures present in the system. This might generate different
results compared to the case of injecting cross-helicity by
imposing the alignment of u and b in the real space, for
example. The advantage of the type of forcing methods used
in our work is in the ability to select the levels at which the
ideal invariant fluxes will relax to once the stationary state is
achieved. Since the forces are proportional to the fields, the
characteristic time of the force will tend to be equal to that
of the nonlinear cascade for a scale located in sf, independent
of the energy injection level selected. A more detailed
description of the electromagnetic forcing mechanism is
given in another work.19

The Eqs. (1) and (2), with the appropriate choice of forcing,
are solved using a pseudo-spectral solver, using periodic bounda-
ries conditions in all three directions. The size of the domain in
each direction is 2p. The solver uses a FFT algorithm for the
space discretisation and a order 3rd Williamson-Runge-Kuta
method for the time advancement. The time step is computed
automatically to be consistent with the Courant-Friedrich-Levy
(CFL) criterion. The nonlinear terms are partially dealiased using
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a phase-shift method.20 The simulations are run until a statisti-
cally stationary state is reached for both the velocity and the
magnetic fields. Multiple runs were made, details being listed in
Table I for the well resolved stationary states investigated. Run
IV is obtained from run III by increasing the numerical resolution
and decreasing the viscosity and magnetic diffusively accord-
ingly. The compensated spectra for the runs considered are dis-
played in Fig. 1.

It is interesting to note that all four runs reach a non-
equipartition state13 of MHD turbulence, for which the
global kinetic energy and velocity integral length scale (Eu

and Lu) differ from their magnetic contra-parts (Eb and Lb),
where L{u,b} are defined in Table I caption. For the runs that
use a kinetic-inductive force (runs I and II), even though the
velocity and magnetic integral length scales are similar, the
kinetic energy is half the value of the magnetic energy. On
the contrary, for runs III and IV, the kinetic energy is almost
twice the level of magnetic energy and the velocity integral
length scale is much larger compared to the magnetic one.
Although all the data have been investigated, runs I and III
will be mostly used for data display to exemplify best the
effects generated by the two types of forces.

III. THE LOCALITY FRAMEWORK

A. Energy equation for a mode

Since we are interested in the study of locality between
scales, the MHD equations are solved in Fourier space. The
energy equations for a mode k are easily derived and read as

@Eu&k'
@t

$ Tu
u;u&k' ) Tu

b;b&k' ) 2!k2Eu&k' " Iu&k'; (7)

@Eb&k'
@t

$ Tb
b;u&k' ) Tb

u;b&k' ) 2gk2Eb&k' " Ib&k': (8)

Each of the non-linear terms of the type )Z *rY, appearing
in the right hand side (rhs) of the field X evolution equations,
will generate energy transfers in spectral space of the form

TX
Y;Z&k' $

""
dq dp < ik * Ẑ&q'Ŷ&p' * X̂&k'

# $

+ d&k" p" q'; (9)

where < stands for the real part of a complex number and
we have used the reality condition X̂,&k' $ X̂&)k' which
results in TX

Y;Z&k' $ TX
Y;Z&)k' for the real valued transfer.

The field notations {X,Y,Z} stand in for u or b depending on
the specific transfer, and only their position in the transfer

expression is important. While Z represents the advecting
fields and Y the advected field, X stands in for the receiving
field. The delta Dirac function limits the transfers to wave-
vector triads that satisfy the conditions k" p"q$ 0. Note
that in our previous work on this topic,16 terms in the mag-
netic energy equation were denoted by Tub and Tbu, i.e.,
with subscripts u and b interchanged compared with nota-
tion used in Eq. (9).

The Eqs. (7) and (8) also contain energy injection terms
IX(k) which are due to the external forces and have the form

IX&k' $ < fX&k' * X̂&)k'
# $

: (10)

For stationary state turbulence, the total energy injection
level imposes the total flux level in the inertial range and is
given by the summation of the two contributions: Iu" Ib.
Individually, Iu and Ib do not constrain, respectively, the ki-
netic and magnetic energy flux levels, as the kinetic and
magnetic energies are not themselves conserved quantities.
For stationary state turbulence, the kinetic and magnetic

TABLE I. The simulations, control parameters, and the relevant diagnostics at the moment the flux analysis are being performed. The diagnostics are defined

as Rk $ 2purms

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%
dkEu&k'

!2
%
dkk2Eu&k'

s

; rA$Eu/Eb; Lfu;bg $ 2p
%
dkk)1Efu;bg&k'%
dkEfu;bg&k'

and g$ [!3/e]1/4.

Run Number of modes kmax !$ g Force type [kinf, ksup] e r Rk rA Lu Lb kmaxg

I 5123 256 0.00050 fu and fb [2.5, 3.5] 0.1 0.0 217 0.47 1.55 1.86 1.05

II 5123 256 0.00050 fu and fb [2.5, 3.5] 0.1 0.4 296 0.58 1.92 1.94 1.06

III 5123 256 0.00055 fu only [1.5, 3.1] 0.32 0.0 362 1.96 1.76 0.37 1.22

IV 10243 512 0.00030 fu only [1.5, 3.1] 0.32 0.0 450 1.72 1.94 0.35 1.15

FIG. 1. The compensated energy spectra for run I (a), run III (b), and run
IV (c).
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energy fluxes relax to a level constrained by the kinetic and
magnetic dissipation rates, respectively.

B. Triad transfers and conservation properties

From Eq. (9), we see that the net energy received by the
mode k of field X is due to the interaction with all possible
modes p and q which form a triad. It is useful to look at the
energy transfer for an individual triad, defined as

TX
Y;Z&kjp; q' $

1

2
<fik * %Ẑ&q'Ŷ&p' " Ẑ&p'Ŷ&q'( * X̂&k'g;

(11)

for k"p"q$ 0 and zero otherwise. Since the triad transfer
function is symmetric in p and q, i.e., TX

Y;Z&kjp; q' $
TX
Y;Z&kjq; p', we have expressed this in an explicit way in the

definition (11). Because of this symmetry, although we know
the role played by each field in the interaction, we have no
way of differentiating between the contribution of modes p
and q in a unique way. Following the work of Dar and
Verma,21,22 a mode-to-mode transfer function can be intro-
duced by accounting for a circulating transfer (an uncer-
tainty) that cancel itself exactly for the triad transfer,

SXY;Z&kjpjq' $ <f%ik * Ẑ&q'(%Ŷ&p' * X̂&k'(g; (12)

for k"p"q$ 0 and zero otherwise. The triad transfer can
be expressed now as the sum of two mode-to-mode transfers,

TX
Y;Z&kjp; q' $

1

2
SXY;Z&kjpjq' " SXY;Z&kjqjp'

n o
: (13)

For the energy transfer, although the nonlinear terms have
the same form, they have different physical significance. The
terms where u is the advective quantity are, respectively, re-
sponsible for the kinetic and magnetic energy conservations.
This fact is expressed using the triad transfers as a conserva-
tion of interaction between the modes that make up a triad,

Tu
u;u&kjp; q' " Tu

u;u&pjq; k' " Tu
u;u&qjp; k' $ 0; (14)

and

Tb
b;u&kjp; q' " Tb

b;u&pjq; k' " Tb
b;u&qjp; k' $ 0: (15)

The other two terms, where b is the advective quantity, do
not conserve the energy individually as they represent trans-
fers from one field to the other (cross-field transfers). How-
ever, their sum, which accounts for the cross-field transfer, is
conserved for any triad,

Tu
b;b&kjp; q' " Tu

b;b&pjq; k' " Tu
b;b&qjp; k'

" Tb
u;b&kjp; q' " Tb

u;b&pjq; k' " Tb
u;b&qjp; k' $ 0: (16)

The cross-field transfers are responsible for the conversion
of kinetic energy into magnetic one and vice-versa, and it is
due to their existence that the kinetic and magnetic energies
are not conserved individually. This aspect needs to be con-
sidered when looking at the fluxes generated by the two
terms taken separately.

As a side note, we see that the same mechanism exists
for cross-helicity, which has units of energy and up to a point
can be considered as the energy contained by the velocity
magnetic interaction. For the cross-helicity, the transfers Tb

bb,
Tu
u;b account for the transfer of information for the same field,

while Tb
u;u " Tu

b;u represents the transfer between the velocity
and magnetic fields. These cross-helicity interactions are
conserved for any triads. For a triad, the four nonlinear terms
appearing in the MHD equations (1) and (2) generate eight
transfers of the type (11), four in the energy equation, and
four in the cross-helicity equation, which contribute to six
conserved interactions, three in the energy equation, and
three in the cross-helicity equation. When using the Elsässer
variables, the resulting transfer terms are just the combina-
tion of the eight transfers appearing for u and b representa-
tion and nothing more. If we start in Elsässer formalism and
desire to recover fully the u and b representation, the residual
energy (correlation of the co-propagating and contra-
propagating Alfvén waves phase velocities) needs to be
taken into account.

C. The scale transfer functions

To quantify the transfer between scales, we decompose
the wavenumber space into a series of disjoint shells
sK - &kK)1; kK(, similar to other works on the subject.23–27

The velocity field ûK and magnetic field b̂K (note that the hat
denotes Fourier transform) contained in a shell identified by
the index K are found, by the use of a sharp spectral filter, to
be

ûK&k' $
û&k' if jkj 2 sK

0 if jkj 62 sK

&
;

(17)

b̂K&k' $ b̂&k' if jkj 2 sK
0 if jkj 62 sK

&
: (18)

The choice of a sharp filter compared to a smooth one has
been investigated by Domaradzki and Carati28,29 who found
that the transfer functions and energy fluxes are similar in
the two cases for sufficiently compact smooth filters. The
shell wavenumber boundaries are obtained from the geomet-
rical progression: kK $ 4+ 2&K)1'=4, with k0$ 0. We obtain
N$ 25 shells &K $ 1; 2; :::;N' for kmax$ 256 and N$ 29 for
kmax$ 512. The use of a geometrical progression for the
shells boundaries, assures us of capturing a sufficiently local-
ized signal in both spectral and real space. For a unit linear
separation for the shell boundaries, the angle integrated
quantities would be recovered. When working with angle
integrated quantities, the designation band is usually
employed instead of shells, as the wavenumber space decom-
position is seen as selecting bands of the one-dimensional
wavenumber space. The real space representation uK&x'of
the shell filtered velocity field corresponds to a characteristic
velocity for a scale dkK, with the shell based scales dkK
separated as dkK)1=dkK ! 21=4. This separation should be
considered as the smallest separation between scales that we
account for and not as a scaling directly linked to turbulence
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itself. In real space, the total field can be recovered by sum-
ming over each shell filtered contribution,

u&x' $
XN

K$1

uK&x'; b&x' $
XN

K$1

bK&x': (19)

Numerically, the transfer occurring between the shell filtered
fields X̂K, ŶP , and ẐQ is computed as

SXY;Z&KjPjQ' $
X

k2sK
<fik * dZQYP&k' * X̂K&k'g: (20)

The triple transfer between shells SXY;Z&KjPjQ', ignoring the
fields nature but taking into account their position in the
interaction, has a more precise interpretation as the transfer
to shell K from shell P, mediated by (through advection by)
shell Q. The contribution to a scale from the other two
scales, regardless of the role they play in the interaction, can
also be defined as,

TX
Y;Z&KjP;Q' $ 1

2
SXY;Z&KjPjQ' " SXY;Z&KjQjP'
h i

; (21)

and can be useful when employing infinitesimally thin shells,
as the recovered symmetry would allow one to work with
this quantity in direct analogy to the triad transfer (11).

The function SXY;Z&KjPjQ' is computed numerically
from solutions of the MHD equations and forms the basis of
our analysis. Knowing SXY;Z&KjPjQ' allows us to compute
the shell-to-shell transfers by summing over all possible ad-
vective shells.

PX
Y;Z&KjP' $

X

Q
SXY;Z&KjPjQ': (22)

The shell-to-shell function PX
Y;Z&KjP' can be seen as a transfer

from shell P of field Y to shell K of field X and possesses the
antisymmetric property, PX

Y;Z&KjP' $ )PY
X;Z&PjK'.

Similarly, the net transfer to a shell TX
Y;Z&K' can be

found by summation over P and Q,

TX
Y;Z&K' $

X

P
PX
Y;Z&KjP' $

X

P

X

Q
SXY;Z&KjPjQ'; (23)

and can be seen as the shell integrated transfer spectra.
When summing the net transfer (23) over K, which is equiv-
alent to integrating the nonlinear transfer over the entire
space, we obtain zero only for the interactions that are con-
served in a triad. This fact requires extra care from us when
defining and interpreting the energy fluxes through a shell
boundary surface, as not all fluxes go to zero in the UV limit
(large wavenumber limit).

The flux trough a shell boundary (kc) is then defined by
partial summing the transfer band spectra TX

Y;Z&K',

PX
Y;Z&kc' $

XN

K$c"1

TX
Y;Z&K' $

XN

K$c"1

XN

Q$1

XN

P$1

SXY;Z&KjPjQ':

(24)

These fluxes for runs I and III are shown in Fig. 2.

D. The flux locality functions

The infrared locality function is defined by taking a
probe wavenumber boundary kp, so that kp . kc, and it meas-
ures the contribution to the flux trough kc from triads of
modes with at least one wavenumber less than kp,

Pir Y;Z
X &kpjkc' $

XN

K$c"1

XN

P$1

Xp

Q$1

SXY;Z&KjPjQ'

"

"
Xp

P$1

XN

Q$p"1

SXY;Z&KjPjQ'

#

: (25)

In the second term, the sum over shell Qstarts from p" 1 to
avoid double counting. For the limit kp ! kc, we recover the
flux for all terms. It is customary to normalize the locality
functions to the flux trough kc, which from the definition
shows that is one for kp$ kc and decreases for kp/kc< 1,

lim
kp!kc

Pir Y;Z
X &kpjkc'

PX
Y;Z&kc'

" #

$ lim
kp!kc

Pir Y;Z
X &kpjkc'

Pir Y;Z
X &kcjkc'

" #

$ 1: (26)

Similarly, the ultra-violet locality function Puv(kpjkc), which
accounts for the contributions of small scales to the transfer can
be defined. The UV functions are strongly influenced by the
dissipation (or more correctly by the shape of the flux which
naturally decreases for high k in dissipative systems) and do
not exhibit a clear scaling. From our numeric analysis, a lower
limit of 1/3 can be safely inferred for the UV locality exponent,
without excluding the possibility that the actual asymptotic val-
ues are closer to 2/3. The same dependency of the scaling slope

FIG. 2. The total flux for run I (a), run III (b), and run IV (c) and the contri-
butions made by the four nonlinear terms, displayed in absolute values. The
vertical lines depict the shell boundaries. For run I up to shell 7 and for run
IV between shell 6 and shell 12, the flux Pu

u;u is negative.
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clarity on the shape of the fluxes is experienced by the IR local-
ity function, as well. However, due to the forcing mechanism
used, these effects are found to influence the IR locality expo-
nent scaling to a lesser extent, and for this reason, we focus in
this work on the analysis of the IR locality exponents.

For the kinetic forced run, the IR locality functions are
shown for the four energy fluxes in Fig. 3. For the flux of ki-
netic energy &Pu

u;u' and the flux of magnetic energy &Pb
b;u', a

2/3 scaling can be observed. The conversion terms, i.e., ki-
netic to magnetic &Pu

b;b' and magnetic to kinetic &Pb
u;b'

fluxes, exhibit a more complex picture. For these two terms,
the locality scaling seems to be between 1/3 and 4/3. Look-
ing now at the kinetic-inductive forced run, Fig. 4, we see
that, while the kinetic and magnetic energy fluxes asymptote
to the same 2/3 value, the conversion terms show a clear 1/3
scaling. Since only absolute values are plotted in these fig-
ures, the presence of a cusp is indicative of a change in the
sign of the locality functions. As the locality functions are
normalized by their respective flux through kc, the change in
sign indicates a change in the nature of the contributions to
the flux across the cutoff scale. The negative values of the lo-
cality function Pb

u;b signify inverse energy transfer from
scales above the cutoff, k> kc, to the large scales corre-
sponding to wavenumbers below the cusp in the bottom right
panel of Fig. 4. Such an inverse energy transfers from the
dissipation range to the energy containing range has been
previously observed in direct numerical simulation (DNS)

results of HD turbulence23 as well as in MHD turbulence,16

but no simple physical explanation of this counterintuitive
observation exists, except that it must be associated with the
presence of the dissipation range. There are two possible
interpretations of this result. First, if the negative values are
simply a reflection of the dissipative range polluting the lo-
cality function, the expected asymptotic behavior of Pb

u;b is
captured by a rapidly decaying positive values, implying a
much more local behavior than for the remaining three local-
ity functions. On the other hand, we may consider the entire
conversion term, containing the interactions of both of the
two cross-field terms, since their sum is energy conserving.
In that case, the negative values of Pb

u;b partially cancel the
positive values of Pu

b;b and the global scaling for the total
conversion flux is closer to 2/3 (see Fig. 5), implying a more
local behavior than for the function Pu

b;b but less local than
for the function Pb

u;b. In principle, such considerations may
influence estimates of the critical Reynolds numbers of “the
minimum state” of turbulence proposed by Zhou30 and Zhou
and Oughton.31 However, since the estimates are based on
the smallest value of scaling exponents, in practice, no
change to the estimates should be required.

IV. A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE TOTAL FLUX

The cancelation nature of the fluxes and the effect this
nature has on the locality properties requires an additional

FIG. 3. Infrared locality functions for run III. Pir u;u
u &kjkc' (top left), Pir b;b

u &kjkc' (top right), Pir b;u
b &kjkc' (bottom left), and Pir u;b

b &kjkc' (bottom right) are
presented in absolute value and are normalized by their respective fluxes through kc.
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study. To maximize the lesson learned from HD turbulence
and use the intuition gained by the community in this field,
we look at the total flux. For MHD, we define the total net
energy transfer to a shell as

T&K' $ Tu
u;u&K' " Tb

b;u&K' ) Tu
b;b&K' ) Tb

u;b&K': (27)

For MHD turbulence, the total net transfer T&K' and the dif-
ferent quantities (e.g., total triple transfer between shells, total
shell-to-shell transfer) are the ones that have a behavior simi-
lar to the respective quantities found for HD turbulence. For
each of the quantities introduced in Sec. III, a similar sum can
be performed. Alternatively, one could just define the total
energy triad transfer as the sum of the four energy triad trans-
fers possible and build up the framework for the total energy
exchange among scales. From this point on, quantities for
which we omit the X,Y,Z labels refer to total quantities.

To better understand the contribution to a flux trough a
shell boundary (kc), we look at the total flux, defined as

P&kc' $
XN

K$c"1

T&K' $
XN

K$c"1

XN

P$1

XN

Q$1

S&KjPjQ': (28)

For the three runs, the total fluxes are shown in Fig. 2. Writ-
ing in detail the second two sums in regard to the shell index
c, we find four terms, each one with a different physical
interpretation,

XN

P$1

XN

Q$1

S&KjPjQ' $
Xc

P$1

Xc

Q$1

S&KjPjQ'

)

&i'

"
Xc

P$1

XN

Q$c"1

S&KjPjQ'

)

&ii'

"
XN

P$c"1

Xc

Q$1

S&KjPjQ'

)

&iii'

"
XN

P$c"1

XN

Q$c"1

S&KjPjQ'

)

&iv': (29)

The first term (i) contributes to the flux as the transfer from
large scales to small scales, advected by the large scales, while
the second term (ii) represents the transfer from large scales to
small scales, advected by the small scales. The third term (iii)
can be seen as the transfer caused by the large scales advection
of the small scales and, in general, is found to be close to zero.
The last term (iv), which could be seen as the transfer from
small scales to small scales by the advection of the small scales,
is exactly zero due to the conservation of the total energy for
any closed set of modes interacting only among themselves.
The contributions to the total flux are shown in Fig. 6.

To account for the degree of locality of the total flux, we
look at the locality properties of the two terms (fluxes) that
bring the main contribution (i) and (ii),

FIG. 4. Infrared locality functions for run I. Pir u;u
u &kjkc' (top left), Pir b;b

u &kjkc' (top right), Pir b;u
b &kjkc' (bottom left), and Pir u;b

b &kjkc' (bottom right) are pre-
sented in absolute value and are normalized by their respective fluxes through kc.
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P&kc' / P&i'&kc' "P&ii'&kc';

P&i'&kc' $
XN

K$c"1

Xc

P$1

Xc

Q$1

S&KjPjQ';

P&ii'&kc' $
XN

K$c"1

Xc

P$1

XN

Q$c"1

S&KjPjQ': (30)

Knowing the value of the flux through a shell surface kc, we
want to know how much of this flux is due to modes with
wavenumbers close but smaller then kc. For this purpose, we
take a probe (test) wavenumber boundary kp, so that kp . kc,
and we measure the contribution to the flux trough kc from
modes with wavenumber less than kp, similar to the philoso-
phy of the IR locality functions. By keeping kc fixed and
varying kp, we should obtain a smaller and smaller contribu-
tions. The rate at which the contributions become smaller is
related to the locality of the flux.

In the case of P(i), we can take the probe on the giver
shell index P,

P&i'
P &kpjkc' $

XN

K$c"1

Xp

P$1

Xc

Q$1

S&KjPjQ'; (31)

or on the advecting shell index Q,

P&i'
Q &kpjkc' $

XN

K$c"1

Xc

P$1

Xp

Q$1

S&KjPjQ': (32)

The locality nature of the partial flux P(i) is related to both
effects; however, performing the probe variation separately
allows us to understand the locality nature of these two effects
individually. First, by varying the probe on the giver shell and
keeping the advection to the entire large scales region, we
transfer energy from increasingly separated scales. From
Fig. 7, we see that the locality function scales as 7/3, which
would indicate a highly local behavior. Second, we vary the
probe on the advecting shell while keeping the entire large
scale interval as the giver of energy. In Fig. 8, we see that the
advection brings a more nonlocal behavior to the partial flux.
When considered together, it is the more nonlocal behavior
that dominates the asymptotic behavior.

For the partial flux P(ii), a more pronounce nonlocal
behavior has been found. The scaling is close to a 2/3 value
for the kinetic forcing and a 3/4 value for the kinetic-
inductive forcing. The value of 3/4 for the IR locality expo-
nent is consistent with the theoretical value found by Aluie
and Eyink15 for fields that scale as k)1/4.

From the locality picture of the partial fluxes, we see
that the advecting effects are the ones responsible for the
value of the IR scaling exponent for the total flux. Combin-
ing all these behaviors (advecting and advected) results in a
scaling close to 2/3 obtained for Kraichnan IR locality func-
tions for the total energy flux of MHD turbulence.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

After investigating the locality properties of MHD
energy fluxes, it is found that asymptotically the dynamics
tend to be dominated by local interactions. The nonlocal
interactions that apparently exist cancel themselves out.
However, the locality is much weaker compared to the case
of HD turbulence, which is characterized by the scaling
exponent of 4/3. When using a velocity proportional force,
two distinct exponents are observed for MHD turbulence,
1/3 and 2/3 for various fluxes. The 1/3 exponent is even
more obvious for the kinetic-inductive forcing mechanism.

FIG. 5. Infrared locality functions for the total conversion term
Pir b;b

u &kjkc' "Pir u;b
b &kjkc'; run I (a) and run III (b).

FIG. 6. Total flux for run III (gray) and run IV, displaying the contributions
made by the main terms. The (iii) terms are 10)6 times smaller compared to
the other two nonzero terms and fluctuate around zero.
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To better understand these values, we investigated the
total energy flux. The lesson taught by the analysis of the
total flux showed us that the locality of a flux can be seen as

the locality of the contribution of each effect that makes up
that flux. For similar level contributions, it is the most non-
local channel in a flux that imprints the overall locality
behavior. For MHD turbulence, the overall locality seams to
be close to 2/3 and confirms the analysis done by Aluie and
Eyink15 who showed a 2/3 scaling behavior for the individ-
ual interactions of HD and MHD turbulence. Since for MHD
turbulence, the interplay between velocity and magnetic
fields gives rise to much smoother correlated fields, the
decorrelation effects due to the averaging procedure are less
pronounced, which results in a smaller global locality expo-
nent and justify the 2/3 value found for the various energy
fluxes compared to the 4/3 value found for the energy flux of
HD turbulence. This can be seen best by looking, at the total
flux, the corresponding flux for the velocity flux in hydrody-
namical case. Various non-locality contributions and force
influence cancel themselves, making the total flux scaling
exponent the most reliable observation.

The different value for the locality exponent found for
the MHD total flux compared to its HD contra-part can also
be explained considering the different impacts on the two
flows of the eddy sweeping motion.32 In both HD and MHD
cases, the straining motion is responsible for the deformation
of an eddy by scales of motion comparable in size and repre-
sents the mechanism of local cascade. Contrary to straining,
the sweeping motion refers to the interaction of an eddy with
much larger scales of motion. In principle, for HD turbu-
lence, this larger scale advection can be eliminated through a
random Galilean transformation33 and does not impact the
energy cascade. For MHD turbulence, since Alfvén waves
contra-propagate along any large scale magnetic field, the
random Galilean invariance of the flow is broken. As a
result, since the scattering of contra-propagate waves occurs
during the sweeping motion of a MHD turbulent flow, an
energy transfer between non-local scales occurs. This in turn
explains the more pronounced nonlocal behavior of MHD
turbulence and why this non-locality is mainly due to contri-
butions of the advective motion.

The observed 1/3 value was initially thought to be
caused by the forcing. Assuming that the 1/3 locality expo-
nent is indeed due to the external force or due to the pollu-
tion of the inertial range by the large scale strains and that

FIG. 7. Locality scaling for the contribution of energy across the kc,
advected by the entire large scale region &P&i'

P &kpjkc'': run I (a) and run III
(b). Inset pictures show the same pictures without the contribution of the first
shell responsible for the forcing.

FIG. 8. Locality scaling for the contribution of energy advected across the kc, given by the entire large scale region &P
&i'
Q &kpjkc'': run I (a) and run III (b).
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for a proper inertial-inductive range, the 2/3 exponent index
is recovered; this still represents a major problem for
adequate modeling. A proper inertial-inductive range is so
slow to appear that a huge number of modes need to be
solved for any LES type model. For practical reasons, if the
forcing range pollutes the inertial-inductive range to this
extent, it is better to take into account the more pronounced
nonlocal behavior of the individual fluxes rather then trying
to reach the inertial-inductive range. We believe that the 1/3
scaling exponents is found due to the consideration of the
conversion terms individually and is not just an artifact of
the force. When triads are summed in a non-conservative
way, fluxes of energy naturally appear. This fact may repre-
sent another problem for practical modelling. In MHD shell
models,34,35 the two conversion terms are still accounted for
separately (a stronger nonlocal character) but their interac-
tion is still considered to be mainly with only the closest
neighbor shells, in the same way as in the case of the more
local kinetic and magnetic terms. Allowing the cross-field
terms to couple to more distant shells might be more appro-
priate as the level of contribution neglected to a flux would
be the same for all individual terms.

A question remains: Is there any physical significance
for the 1/3 exponent seen for the energy conversion terms? If
we try to interpret MHD turbulence as scattering of contra-
propagating Alfvén waves, then we actually work with the
wave phase velocities regardless of actually employing
Elsässer formalism or not (which just acknowledges the fact
that we are mixing u and b in the definition of the wave
phase velocities). For this interpretation, there is no 1/3 scal-
ing. Moreover, in this interpretation, all the four energy
fluxes and any combination of them are just partial fluxes,
pieces that make up the entire physical picture. Only the
energy of a wave should be considered in this case, and that
energy is the Elsasser pseudo-energy (which is equal to the
total energy only in the absence of cross-helicity) and for
which the respective fluxes have a scaling exponent close to
2/3. Complementary, if we just look at the interactions in a
triad and assign a physical interpretation to each conserved
interaction (e.g., kinetic energy exchange, magnetic energy
exchange, energy conversion), we need to consider the two
conversion terms together and we again do not obtain the 1/3
scaling since the nonlocal contribution cancel themselves.

However, when MHD equations for u and b are used, as
is the case most often, the scaling for individual terms
appears to be a legitimate question. Looking at the two
energy evolution equations separately (notwithstanding the
arguments that the two are not strictly redistributive by them-
selves), we can state that the kinetic energy of the system is
modified by a flux (generated by the entire nonlinear rhs)
which possesses a 1/3 locality scaling exponent, since the u

to b flux is larger in magnitude and has the strongest nonlo-
cal behavior. This information may not be adequate for the
physical interpretation of the energy transfers, but it may be
useful for modeling if u and b equations are used and one
tries to model effects of each term separately.
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